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Virtus Manufacturing Plant

The Virtus products are designed by German engineers (primarily from AMIS GmbH), 

and produced in a plant in Shanghai, China.  Much of the R&D for Virtus products is 

performed near the AMIS facility in Germany.  
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VIRTUS Overview Video
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Core to Virtus Quality is the use of Major 
Brand Suppliers – Available in the US
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WEG motors SKF bearings SEW gear box

Siemens controls EATON electronics



Virtus China

Virtus 

Thailand

AMIS 

GmbH

Virtus

Latin 

America

Virtus America

Virtus has global distribution and 

support
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Shredder Product Overview
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Why do we use

shredders?
• Versatile machine

• Pre-crushing of large/heavy materials

• Pre-crushing to achieve higher throughputs

• Demolition of products
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• Single Shaft Shredders

– L Series Light Duty

– G Series General Purpose 

– V Series Big Volume

– X Series Heavy-duty

• Specialty Shredders

– P Series Large Diameter Continuous Shredder

– ZTTS Series Tire Shredder

– CS Series – Shredder/Granulator Combination

Shredder Product Offering
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L Series 600 and 850

Light Duty Purge Shredder
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• Developed as an economic alternative 

to the General Purpose Series

Medium Duty Shredder

• The shredders have been designed 

for in-house recycling of small 

lumps, e-waste, medical waste, test 

lab parts and pieces. The material 

can be shred to reduce the volume, 

or processed further in a granulator 

to be re-introduced into the 

production process immediately.
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Features & Advantages
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• Fed through a double-walled, sound damping hopper which can be mounted in 

two directions

• Material discharge options are either an interlocked plastic bin or conveyor 

(connected with a pull chain)

• The cutting chamber is designed with a strong tangential in-feed, eliminating the

need for a hydraulic feeding system

• Advantages include affordability, low drive power, and a small physical footprint
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Key Benefits and Features of Virtus 
Shredders
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• 457mm (18”) diameter rotor

– 387mm (15.2”) for 850

• 74 rpm rotor speed

• 34mm x 34mm (1.3”) 

cutters

• The bolt-in knife holders of the

rotor make maintenance work 

much easier and faster

• The square knife cutters can

be turned 3 times: extending 

life-span

Rotor Knives
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General Purpose Series 
Feeding Ram
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• Strong bolted ram made from

solid steel

• Better position of the proximity

switches improves reliability

• Modified stronger hydraulic 

cylinders for push on ram

• Modified hydraulic pump 

increases performance

• Two speed pump increases 

retracting speed of ram and

reduces heat
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Gears for All Shredder Models
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• SEW is the only gear 

supplier…they have 

global manufacturing 

standards from facility to

facility and US support.

The SEW gear has a 

higher life expectancy 

and more reliability than 

their competitors.
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Heavy Duty Screen Cradle
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• The hydraulic screen cradle makes screen changes 

and maintenance work much easier and faster
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Easy Access to Rotor and Screen 
for Maintenance
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Torque Support Arm
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• Shock absorbing bushing dampens vibration

• Better transmission of force from gear box to knife tip
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Cooling System for Hydraulic
Unit
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• Air cooling system for hydraulic unit is standard on all Heavy 

Duty Series models and an option on G and V units
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Rotor Cooling System

• Liquid cooling system for the rotor is used for temperature

sensitive materials
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G Series General Purpose Shredder
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• The General Purpose Series shredders have been designed
for a wide array of applications and industries like in house
and general recycling, electronic waste, and post-consumer
waste handling. Input materials can be all kinds, - lumps,
pipes, woven bags, and electronic waste such as cables and
ICBs. Depending on input material the shredded material, as
defined by the used screen size can, be directly used or
further processed in a granulator such as the H.

• Designed for processing scrap from the plastics and

wood industries:

– Miscellaneous trim and panel scrap

– Injection and extrusion mold startup purge

– Heavy wall parts

– Paper and cardboard

– Film (baled and loose)

– Furniture
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Features & Advantages

• Low speed rotor transmits high cutting torque for tough applications

• "Swing style" hydraulic ram, along with the tangential cutting chamber 

design allows material to maintain contact with the rotor on both cycles

of the ram

• "Swing style" ram enables reduced footprint

• Serrated front edge plate on ram reduces material slip when in contact

with the rotor

• Two speed 7.5hp (5hp on the G 850) ram hydraulic system maximizes 

pressure when shredding that changes to high speed while not 

contacting material

• Heavy duty self aligning outboard mounted bearings reduce the possibility 

of material contamination
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V Series Big Volume Shredder
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The V shredders have been designed for big

volume parts such as IBCs, pallets, big barrels,

and large scale biomass material. While it can be

used for in-house recycling operations, it is also

versatile enough to be used for general recycling

in the post-consumer waste and wood industry.

Like all Virtus shredders, the V can be equipped

with a wear package for processing of highly

abrasive or filled materials.
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Big Volume Series Features & Advantages
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•35% more internal volume compared to the General 

Purpose series

•Internal hydraulic pusher

•Variable faster pusher movement

•Smaller footprint compared to traditional shredders with 

horizontal pushers

•Closed cutting chamber to avoid material spillage

•All advantages of the General Purpose series 
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X Series Heavy Duty Shredder
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• The X shredders have been designed for 
the most demanding and high throughput 
applications in recycling industries. The 
input materials can be all kinds of wood, 
paper, cardboard, e-waste, post-consumer 
waste, rubber, et cetera in various shapes 
and sizes. Typical input materials are: 
fridges, purges, tires, pallets, bales, drums, 
barrels - plus countless others. The output 
material size is defined by the installed 
screen and, except in RDF (refuse derived 
fuels) applications, the output material has 
to be processed further to achieve the 
desired final size. For the recycling of 
complete truck and tractor tires, the T 
model is configured with special wear 
protection and knives. 
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Heavy Duty Series Features & 

Advantages

• Large 750mm (29.5”) rotor diameter

• Low speed rotor (54 rpm) transmits high 
cutting torque for tough applications

• "Swing style" hydraulic ram, along with 
the tangential cutting chamber design,
allows material to maintain contact with
the rotor on both cycles of the ram

• "Swing style" ram enables reduced footprint

• Serrated front edge plate on ram to reduce
material slip when in contact with the rotor

• Two speed 15hp ram hydraulic system 
maximizes pressure while shredding that 
changes to high speed while not 
contacting material

• Extremely rugged design
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P Series Shredder
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• The P Series is designed for the size
reduction of poles up to 51” (1300mm)
diameter

• Up to 25 feet in length may be shredded
without the need for pre- cutting

• Large poles or bundles of pylons of smaller
diameter are loaded into the horizontal 
feeding trough by forklift or crane without
the need for complex tilting mechanisms

• The shredder doors are closed 
automatically and the hydraulic pusher
forces the material toward the rotor
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ZTTS Series Tire Shredder
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Tire shredders are heavy-duty single shaft 
shredders with gravity infeed specifically 
designed for the grinding of tires. They feature 
additional wear protection compared to other 
shredders. The machine is equipped with a flat E 
rotor made of high wear resistant steel with 
added weld on hard facing for longer lifetime. 
The cutters used in these shredders are made 
from a newly designed, specialized material to 
ensure long life expectancy and optimal 
performance. As opposed to other systems, 
our system does not require the tires to be de-
beaded. For larger truck tires, we modified our 
proven X shredder. The X T can shred truck tires 
of up to 1500 mm into shreds of approximately 
150 mm x 300 mm. 
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CS Series – Shredder/Granulator 
Combination

• The Virtus CS 1400 Shredder/granulator combination, combines 
the proven design and high torque of the Virtus single shaft 
shredder with a highly efficient granulator, providing a reliable, 
compact size reduction system.

• The shredder and granulator are individually driven allowing for 
better control of the complete process. The shredder is driven via 
a gearbox located on the shaft end of one side of the rotor. The 
granulator is driven by a separate belt drive. To increase 
efficiency, a Virtus Smart Drive system is used to constantly 
monitor the load and adjust the current accordingly to reduce 
electricity consumption.

• Equipped with a hydraulically operated ram, the shredder feeds 
the material automatically into the rotor’s cutting chamber by 
load-related controls. The hydraulic system is equipped with 
high-pressure valves and volumetric flow controls which are set 
per the demands of the input materials.

• Combined electrical power of less than 65 kW makes the CS a 
great choice for plastics converters. In combination with a Virtus 
Smart Drive, this series runs very efficiently as the current is 
reduced when there is no load. 

• The Virtus CS can be used in any application that needs 
predictable shredder and granulation quality. Typical applications 
include, but are not limited to the following:

• Injection molding                •    Roto molding

• Blow molding                       •    Recycling

• Extrusion                                •    Thermoforming
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Granulator Models & Features

Our Offering

• Slow Speed Granulators

• Compact Granulators

• Heavy Duty Granulators

Virtus
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Granulators

• Used to make a 
particle from .25” to 
.37”

• Can take full parts 
and shredded 
material

• Used to make 
material the same 
size as the virgin 
products
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Slow Speed Granulator

The slow speed granulators in the A Series range are direct-driven and designed for quick and easy 
cleaning and maintenance. They generate low noise levels and minimal dust when grinding thin-walled 
materials. The machines can be used for rejected products in the inline recycling process as well. 
Different hopper and base frame designs make it possible to integrate the machine with most types of 
recycling operations.   

Staggered rotor blades create an individual 

blade cut thus increasing the cutting torque. 

All of the machines in this series are 

therefore suitable for grinding more solid 

materials and thicker walled sprues.

The curvature of the specially profiled rotor 

knives ensures a constant cutting radius after 

re-sharpening thus maintaining the original 

cutting gap. Awkward knife adjustment is no 

longer necessary.
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Key Benefits of Virtus A Series Slow Speed 
Granulators

• Low RPM  - The slow speed on the A Series  creates a low dust regrind.

• Low Decibel Level  - The low RPM offers a very low  decibel level unlike the high 
speed granulators.

• Staggered Rotor - Allows even thick parts and runners to be cut without effort.  

• Direct Drive Gearbox  - The SEW Euro-drive gearbox  creates a high torque.  
Never worry about replacing belts.  

• Controls - Panel is made with all Eaton control parts.  

• Small Footprint  - The A series granulators are very compact which make them 
easy to place beside the press.

• Angled Hopper  - The angled hopper lets the parts and runners drop directly to 
the rotor without any baffles that can create bridging  and clogging in the hopper.

• Cleanout - No tools required to fully open the hopper and screen to make clean 
outs quick and easy.

• Bearings  - SKF Bearings  are mounted outboard to prevent contamination.

• High Frame Option  - The high frame option raises the granulator on a stand that 
allows regrind to gravity drop into a  container instead of the discharge bin.  
Prevents discharge bin from overflowing.
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What Makes the Virtus High Speed  

Rotor Special

Rotor blade sits 

inside the rotor 

which provides 

better support of 

the knife and less 

stress to the knife 

bolts.

No knife bolt 

threads in the 

rotor to strip.  

Knife bolts 

screw into the 

knife cover 

plate. 

Robust rotor wing 

design for added 

strength and cutting 

power.

Knife jig provided for the adjustment of knives outside the

machine. This method provides for reduced down time and

increased safety.
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Compact Granulators
The C series compact soundproofed machines are mainly used in inline operations or as central 
granulators for processing of hollow thin-walled products. The integrated soundproofing makes it possible 
to easily place the machine in existing operations. With different rotor designs and a wide variety of 
options, the machines can be tailored for many different applications. 
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C 25 and 40 Series
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All machines in the C series feature a compact 
soundproofed enclosure and sound dampening 
hoppers. The granulators are available in two rotor 
diameters - 250 and 400 mm with widths ranging 
from 300 to 1000 mm. While the smaller machines 
feature an open F rotor, the bigger machines rely on a 
heavier S rotor. The curved backwall of the cutting 
chamber ensures aggressive ingestion while also 
avoiding blockages. The rigid design makes them 
dependable units and includes advanced standard 
features such as replaceable wear plates. As on all 
Virtus granulators, the rotor and stator knives are 
adjusted outside of the machine to reduce downtime 
for maintenance.

Applications The compact inline granulators of the C 
series are primarily designed for use in blow molding 
applications to recycle voluminous parts such as 
bottles, canisters, and crates, as well as blow molding 
flush and injection sprues. The low feeding height 
makes them suitable for both hand and conveyor 
feeding of these parts. The low noise level and small 
footprint make them the perfect fit for inline recycling 
operations.
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Heavy-Duty Granulator

The wide range of rotors and hopper styles allow H machines to be tailored to almost every 
application in the biomass recycling field. The H Heavy-Duty Granulators are mainly used as central 
granulators for in-house recycling applications to process thick-walled parts in one step or as a 
second step granulator after a shredder to reach higher throughput rates.
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Key Benefits of Virtus H Series Granulators

• Adjustable Rotor Knives - Even after multiple sharpenings, the distance between the knife and 
the screen remains the same.  Fixed rotor knives increase gap between screen and knife every 
time they are sharpened.  This causes more dust in the regrind and throughput is lowered.

• Knife Bolts  - Virtus rotor knives are bolted into a support plate that acts as a knife support.  
Granulators that have the threaded hole in the rotor strip over time  from the high torque 
required for rotor knives.  This is difficult to repair compared to just replacing the support plate.

• Knife Adjusting Jig  - When the knives need to be changed out, the knife adjusting jig is used to 
set the gap for the knives.  This saves downtime as the knife gap is set in the jig and not in the 
grinder.  When its time to change knives just unbolt dull set and bolt in new blades and torque 
down.  

• Bolted in wear plates  - Virtus H Series granulators have bolted in housing wear plates.  Instead 
of replacing housing over time, just replace the plate.

• Rotor Lock  - Keeps rotor locked down from turning when using torque wrench.

• Hydraulic Hopper and Screen Cradle  - With a push of a button both the screen cradle and 
hopper open up hydraulically for easy access to rotor for cleanout.

• Isolation Pads  - Virtus Granulators come standard with rubber isolation pads.  This helps with 
noise reduction and vibration.

• Oversized bearings  - SKF bearings are mounted outboard the housing preventing contamination 
and are oversized to give you longer life.

• Timed Safety Switches  - After shutting down a granulator the rotor spins for a few minutes.  
The timed safety switch has a timer that prevents operator from opening hopper and screen 
cradle until the rotor has come to a complete stop.

• Control Panel  - All controls are built into the control cabinet using Eaton and Siemens 
components.  When using a conveyor to feed the granulator, the amp load is monitored and will 
stop the conveyor if too high of an amp load is reached.  Once the load is safe, the conveyor will 
start back up.  This prevents overfeeding of the granulator.
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Easy Opening Hopper and Screen
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Hopper Designs

Hopper designs are specific for applications.  We can design 
hoppers based on your specific needs.  

Special Hoppers are designed for:
• Pipe or Profile

• Film or Sheet (manual feed or via powered rolls)

• Bulky parts (bumpers, gas tanks, etc.)

• Robot or Sprue Picker Feed

• Conveyor Feed
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Conveyor Products

• Virtus produces a 
complete line of 
conveyor products 
for our shredder and 
granulator lines.

• The conveyor 
controls are 
integrated into the 
system.  If the 
shredder or 
granulator reaches a 
preset AMP rate, the 
conveyor will stop 
until the AMPs are 
reduced.  
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Service and Set-up

• System Design - For each unit and/or system, a custom layout is 
provided and needs to be signed by the customer prior to 
construction of the equipment.  Layout drawing will be provided 
based on the specific layout to ensure proper placement of 
equipment and electrical set-up.

• Operating Manuals – Operating manuals have been prepared for 
each piece of equipment.  Manuals provide specific illustration as 
to machine design and maintenance.  Manuals include a safety 
assessment, maintenance timing, spare parts lists, and part 
numbers. 

• Electrical Drawings – Each set of controls will be provide with a 
detailed electric drawing.  Custom controls and layouts are 
available upon request.  

• Aftermarket Parts – Aftermarket support is provided from our 
facility located outside of Chicago.  We maintain a complete 
inventory of common wear parts.  The majority of parts orders are 
shipped the same day. 
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Questions
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